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Infinite Products in a Banach Algebra 
STEPHEN T. WELSTEAD 
A theory is developed for inlinite products in a noncommutative Banach algebra. 
Suflicient conditions for the convergence of such a product are given. Conditions 
for analyticity of the product are also given in the case when the factors depend on 
a complex parameter. N 19X5 Academic Presr. Inc 
I. INTR~OLCT~~N 
The theory of infinite products of complex valued functions is well 
known (cf. [2 or 71). The usual approach in that theory is to relate con- 
vergence of the product to convergence of some series. Under appropriate 
conditions, the infinite product can be shown to be a continuous, or 
analytic, function of a complex variable. 
The purpose of the present paper is to provide a corresponding theory 
for infinite products in a Banach algebra. Such products arise when con- 
sidering the asymptotic behavior of solutions of certain first-order dif- 
ference equations. For example, the asymptotic behavior of the solution of 
a first-order system of difference equations can be determined from the 
infinite product of the coefficient matrices (an example of such a system is 
treated in [8]). Infinite products of matrices have also been studied in the 
context of stochastic processes (cf. [ 1, 3, 4 and 61). The results in this con- 
text, however, are concerned with the distribution of the infinite product, 
and the limiting behavior of certain expected value expressions involving 
products of matrices. 
In the present paper, we develop a theory for infinite products in a 
Banach algebra that is completely analogous to the corresponding theory 
for products of complex functions. An important feature of our theory is 
that we do not require the Banach algebra product to be commutative. In 
the complex function theory, products usually are related to series via the 
logarithm function (as in [2]). However, when the product involved is 
noncommutative, this technique will not work. Instead, we view the 
product in the context of difference equations, and apply techniques similar 
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to those used in [S] (a similar approach is used in [7], although the reults 
there are stated for complex functions only). 
The present work was motivated by a consideration of infinite products 
of matrices. However. the results may be found to be useful for other types 
of Banach algebra products, such as composition of operators. 
2. INFINITE PRODUCTS IN A BANACH ALGEBRA 
Let A be a Banach algebra, with norm denoted by 11.11. We assume that 
A has a unit element E. However, we do not assume A to be commutative. 
For a sequence x,,, n = 0, 1. 2 ,..., in A we define, for m 2s. the Droduct 
,)I 
1 s, = .Y ,),. Y,,, , . .Y,. 
,=\ 
Similarly, we define 
For fixed s b 0, the products r]y=, x,, m = s, s + l,..., form a sequence of 
elements in A. If the strong limit of this sequence exists in A, we denote it 
as the infinite product n,‘= ,, x,. In other words, n,‘;, x, is that element of 
A such that 
when this limit exists. The infinite product ‘n,?= ( s, is delined similarly. 
We shall use the notation A to indicate the forward difference operator, 
operating on sequences in A. so that 
Ax, = xn _ , -s,. 
The following is a generalization of Theorem 3.1 of [S]. Since that 
theorem deals only with the case of matrices, we provide here the proof of 
the more general result. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let h,,, n = 0, I, 2 ,..., he u seyuenw in A such that 
,,$,, Ilhnl < TrL (2.1) 
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VC”, n = 0, I ) 2 )...) is a sequence in A satisfying the difference equation 
AC, = bnc,, n = 0, I, 2 ,..., (2.2) 
then 
(i) there is a constant M < 00 such that 
IIC”II < M 
for all n; 
(ii) lim,,, c, exists in A, i.e., there is an element c, in A such that 
lim J/c, - c,)l = 0. 
” - .x 
Proof We can write, for n b 1, 
n 1 





il(.nll G ‘1’ Ilh,ll /l(.,Il + l/toll. (2.4) 
1-n 
From an analog of Gronwall’s inequality [S, p. 231, it follows from 
inequality (2.4) that we have 
The series converges, by (2.1). Thus the sequence 
proved. This implies 
is bounded, and (i) is 
,c, Ilh,ll II(.,II < .!ct c Ilb,ll < xc, 
/ 0 
so the series x,YO h/c, converges absolutely in A. Thus the limit as n + x 
of the right side of (2.3) exists, so lim,, ,, c, exists in A. 1 
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It is apparent from the proof of this theorem that the results remain valid 
if the right side of (2.2) is replaced by c,,h,,. Thus. we have also established 
the following theorem. 
THEOREM 2.2. Lef h,, n = 0, 1, 2 ,..., he a sequence in A satisjjing (2.1 ). 
Suppose c,, , n = 0. 1. 2 . . . . . i.s u sequence in A snriT/Iving the d[f/krence equation 
AC,, = c,, IT,, . n=O, I. 2 . . . . . (2.5) 
Then the conclusions (i) und (ii) of‘ Theorem 2.1 hold fur the sequence cn. 
The following theorem provides us with a sufficient condition for the 
existence of an infinite product in A. It is analogous to Corollary 5.6 of [2] 
regarding products of complex numbers. 
THEOREM 2.3. Let x,,, n = 0. 1. 2 ,..., he (I sequence in A such thut 
i le - x,,:I < ,x,. (2.6) 
Then the infinite products nT=, s, and ‘HP-, x, exist in A for s = 0, 1, 2 ,.... 
Proof: Define, for s = 0, I, 2,.... and n 3 s, the following elements of A: 
Then, for fixed s and n > s, 
4J,(s) = Pn+ 1i.s) - Ph) 
= (x n + I - e) PAS), 




4U.s) = p,(s)(.u, , I - e) 
so that p;(s), n = s, s + l,..., satisfies a first-order difference equation of the 
form (2.5) with h, again given by (2.9). Condition (2.6) implies that the 
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requirements of Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 are satisfied. Thus we have the 
existence of 
p, (.s) = lim p,(s) = fi .Y, 
,I . I ,” 
7. 




Any rearrangement of the series in (2.6) converges, since the series con- 
verges absolutely. Thus, the factors in the infinite product can be 
rearranged, and the resulting infinite product also exists in A (although, in 
general, it will not be the same element in A as the original infinite 
product). In particular, we have the following. 
COROI.LARY 2.4. Let a(j), j= 0, 1, 2 ,..., he a permutation of the positice 
integers, i.e., a one-to-one mupping of the set of positice integers onto itselJ 
Assume (2.6) holds for the sequence x,, n = 0, 1, 2,... . Then the infinite 
products FIT7 ., xc,(,) and ‘FI; F xc,(,) exist in A Jar each s = 0, I, 2 ,.,.. 1 
The condition (2.6) implies that the elements X, converge to the identity 
element e. It is thus reasonable to expect that, for large enough n, x, is 
invertible. The following lemma verifies this, and Theorem 2.7 asserts that 
the infinite product formed using these invertible elements is also invertible. 
LEMMA 2.5. Suppose lle-x,1I + 0 us n + CC. Then there is an n, > 0 
such thut x,, is incertihle for n > n,. 
Proof: The hypothesis implies that there is an n, such that 
Ile - x,,lI < 1 
for n 3 n,,. Then the series 
converges absolutely, and it converges to the element (e - (e--xx,)) I = 
x,, ‘. Thus x,, is invertible for n 2 n,. 1 
LEMMA 2.6. Suppose IJe-x,ll -+ 0 us n+ a~. Then there is a positive 
integer n, and a positive constunt M < CC such that 
ilx,, ‘il <M 
for all n>n,. 
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Proof: Put h,, = c--.Y,,. For sufficiently large n, x,, ’ exists, by Lemma 
2.5, and we have 
ill-,, ‘II = .1x,, ‘(x,, + h,,)li 
= I e + ,K,, ‘b,J 
Thus, 
G II41 + I!.r# ‘I’ Ilh,ll. 
I -r,, ‘I (1 - .Ih,ll)6 Ikll. 
Since I’h,I) + 0, we have I - I/h,, > 0 for n sufficiently large. In fact, there is 
an n, such that I - Ilh,,ll > 4 for n b n,. Thus 
lb,, ‘II < lell/( 1 - Ilh,ll ) 
< 2 llell 
for n>,n,. This proves the lemma with M= 2 I(el(. (Remark: the Banach 
algebra norm is usually chosen so that I e/l = 1.) 1 
THEOREM 2.1. Lur the hypothesis cf Theorem 2.2 hold. Then there is u 
positive integer n, such that n,‘= n, .Y, and ‘n:= n, ,K, are invertible. These 
elements have inversrs ‘n ,‘= ,I, .Y, and n,?= ,,, x, ‘, respectively. 
Proc$ The hypothesis implies llc~-.Klil +O so that the conclusions of 
Lemmas 2.5 and 2.6 hold. In particular, if n, is as in Lemma 2.6, there is an 
M < x such that 
Thus 
(2.12) 
Define, for .Y > n, and n > s, 
Then q,(n,) satisfies the first-order difference equation 
h,(n, 1 = q,,(n, N-K,, +’ I - ~1, n = n,, n, + I..... (2.13) 
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The inequality (2.12) and Theorem 2.2 show that q,(n,) E lim, . ~ q,(n,) 
exists. By definition, this limit is the infinite product ‘n,“_., xj- ‘. 
It remains to show that qJn,) is the inverse of fl,Y., x,. Using the 
notations (2.7) and (2.10), we have 
By (i) of Theorem 2.2, there is an MC 3c such that llq,,(n,)ll CM for 
n>n,, so that the above expression tends to zero as n + x. Thus 
s7(nl)Px(nl)= lim q,(n,)p,(n,) n-x 
= lim e 
,I -- r 
= e. 
Similarly, one can show px(n,)q,(n,)=e so that ql(n,)=p;‘(n,). In 
particular, pr (n r ) is invertible. 
A similar argument shows that In;-,,, X, is invertible with inverse n,?=., 
Y, ‘. 1 
COROLLARY 2.8. Let the hypothesis of’ Theorem 2.2 hold, Then infinite 
products px(s) andp’,(s), defined hy (2.10) and (2.11), existfor each integer 
~20. There is a finite n, such that pl- (s) and p’,(s) are invertible for each 
s > n , . 
Proof: By Theorem 2.7, there is an n, such that p Jn,) is invertible. By 
Lemma 2.5, .Y, is invertible for s > n,. Thus, for s > n,, 
p,-(~)=p-~(n,).r,;‘.u,:;...u ’ 
is invertible. The argument for p: (s) is similar. 1 
3. ANALYTIC THEORY 
We now consider the case when the elements in our Banach algebra 
sequence depend on a complex parameter. That is, we shall be considering 
products of sequences of the form x,(i.), n = 0, 1, 2,..., where, for each n, the 
correspondence i + x,(i,) defines a mapping from the complex numbers C 
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IO the Banach algebra A. The results we obtain here for infinite products of 
such sequences are analogous to standard results for infinite products of 
complex valued functions of a complex variable (cf. [2, Lemma 5.8 and 
Thcorcm 5.91). 
THEOREM 3.1. Let K he u compact .suh.set of‘ @ and let .u,,(i.). 
tl = 0. 1. 2,..., IX> a sequence of‘ c4ement.s in A, each of which is strongly con- 
tinuous in the complex parameter i. E K (i.e., iIs,, - x,(&,)/l + 0 as 1 -+ i., 
in K). Suppose I,:.. ,, II~J - s,( ;.)!I converges un$xmly jiir 1. E K. Then n,‘= ,, 
s,( i.) concerges uniform!,* for i. E K, ,fbr each n = 0, 1, 2 ,... Furthermore, jbr 
ruc4 n thi.s product is .srrongl>l conGnuou.s. 
Proo/: Using a notation analogous to (2.7), we define the product 
p,,(.s; ;.) = fi s,(j.) 
I-\ 
for s >, 0 and n > s. Then for each lixed s and i, p,J.s; A) satisfies the first- 
order difference equation 
dp,,(s; i)= (s, + ,(i)-e) pJ.s; j.). 
For na.s+ I, we have 
pn(.s; i) = “XI dp,(s; i.) + x,(l) 
,=, 
,I - I 
= C (s,, ,(j.) - e) p,(s; i.) + x,,(i). 
,=, 
Thus 
I pJ.q; i)ll 6 “C’ I .Y ,+ ,(j.)-4l ilp,(s; jL)ll + Ilx,(j.)ll. 
,=, 
Once again, exploiting an analog of Gronwall’s inequality, we obtain 
,, - I 
Ilpn(.s; i)ll d Ilx.,(~)ll exp C lb,, ,(j-I-4 . 
,=, > 
Put 
tj(.s;A)-exp 2 11.x 
( , = .r 
,+,().I-4). 
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Since the series converges uniformly, and each x,(1.) is strongly continuous 
in i, ~(s; jl) is a continuous (real valued) function of i., for each s. In par- 
ticular, it is a bounded function of I. on K, as is Ilx,(I.)ll. Put 
T(S) E SUP Il.X,,(j.)li . f/(X; j.). 
I c K 
Then cx(s) is finite for each s and 
1IpJ.c j.)II < r(s) 
for each s = 0, I, 2 ,..., and all n >, s and i. E K. 
For tixed m and n > m we then obtain 
6 x(s) ‘x’ ibk + ,(jb) - ell. 
k=m 
(3.1) 
Letting n + rx, first on the right-hand side, and then the left-hand side (and 
noting that pZlc(s; n) = lim, _ z’ P,,(s; I.) exists for each s and i by 
Theorem 2.3) we can rewrite inequality (3.1) as 
The series converges to zero uniformly for E. E K as m + c(j, hence 
P,,,(s; j.) -+ px (s; i.) uniformly for A E K as m + CC. Since each P,,Js; i.) is 
strongly continuous, it follows that p,,(s; E.) is strongly continuous. 1 
For the purposes of the following theorem, we shall say that the mapp- 
ing I. + x(3,) is analyfic, or, equivalently, that the (A-valued) function x(1.) 
is analytic, in a region G c @ if x(i.) is strongly differentiable at each point 
in G. Also, we shall call i., E G a zero of x(A) if x(1,) is singular (i.e., not 
invertible). 
THEOREM 3.2. Le[ G he a region in C and let x,(i), n = 0, 1, 2 ,..., be a 
sequence of elements in A which are analytic in G. Suppose IF= 0 Ile - x,,(l)ll 
converges un$ormly on compact subsets of G. Then n;= 0 x,(i) converges 
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un$ormlll on compact suhsers qf G lo an element in A which is anai.ytic in G. 
For each i. E G, there is an n, such that n,‘= n x,,(i) is invertible Jar each 
n 2 n,. In particular, $ i., is a zero of n,:= O s,(j.), then there is an n,, such 
that II ;,‘= ,,,<, .u,(i) is incertihle, and hence i.,, must he a zero of one of the 
elements .yU( i) . . . . . xn, , (i. ). 0 
Proqf: The analyticity of Hz-,, x,(A) follows from Theorem 3.1 and the 
analyticity of each s,(i.). The latter part of the theorem follows from 
Corollary 2.8. 1 
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